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AN ALGEBRAIC MODEL FOR RATIONAL NAÏVE-COMMUTATIVE RING
SO(2)–SPECTRA AND EQUIVARIANT ELLIPTIC COHOMOLOGY
DAVID BARNES, J.P.C. GREENLEES, AND MAGDALENA KĘDZIOREK
Abstract. Equipping a non-equivariant topological E∞ –operad with the trivial G–action
gives an operad in G–spaces. For a G -spectrum, being an algebra over this operad does
not provide any multiplicative norm maps on homotopy groups. Algebras over this operad
are called naïve–commutative ring G–spectra. In this paper we take G = SO(2) and we
show that commutative algebras in the algebraic model for rational SO(2)–spectra model
rational naïve–commutative ring SO(2)–spectra. In particular, this applies to show that the
SO(2) -equivariant cohomology associated to an elliptic curve C of [Gre05] is represented
by an E∞ –ring spectrum. Moreover, the category of modules over that E∞ –ring spectrum
is equivalent to the derived category of sheaves over the elliptic curve C with the Zariski
torsion point topology.
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1. Introduction
Rational equivariant cohomology theories. We are interested in the category of rational
G–spectra, where G = SO(2) is the circle group and the indexing universe is a complete
G–universe U . This is a model for the rational equivariant stable homotopy category where
all G–representation spheres are invertible. Building on work of Greenlees and Shipley [GS]
and Barnes [Bar16], Barnes, Greenlees, Ke¸dziorek and Shipley [BGKS17] gave a symmetric
monoidal algebraic model for the category of rational G–spectra, when G = SO(2) . As a
consequence, one obtains a model for rational ring G–spectra in terms of monoids in the
algebraic model. However, this does not imply analogous results about strict commutative
rational ring G–spectra (Comm -algebras). This is because of the well-known but surprising
result that symmetric monoidal Quillen functors can fail to preserve commutative monoids
(algebras for the operad Comm) in the equivariant setting.
1
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Recent work of Blumberg and Hill [BH15] describes a class of commutative multiplicative
structures on the equivariant stable homotopy category. These multiplicative structures are
governed by G–operads called N∞–operads. Roughly speaking, such a multiplicative structure
is characterised by the set of Hill-Hopkins-Ravenel norms (see [HHR16]) which exist on the
commutative algebras corresponding to it. Originally [BH15] considered N∞ –operads for a
finite group G , however the definition can be extended to any compact Lie group G . The
present paper uses only the most trivial N∞–operad E
1
∞ which for any group G is modelled
by a non-equivariant topological E∞ –operad inflated to the equivariant world of G-topological
spaces.
The work of Blumberg and Hill raises a question: which level of commutative ring T–spectra
is modelled by commutative algebras in the algebraic model of [BGKS17]?
For G a finite group, an understanding of which levels of commutativity are visible in the
algebraic models for rational G—spectra was done in [BGK18]. The new ingredient there was
an analysis of which localised model structures LAGSp can be right-lifted to the category of
O-algebras in LAGSp. Recall that LAGSp is a left Bousfield localisation at an object A of
the positive stable model structure on G-spectra and O is an N∞–operad.
The work mentioned above is related to another surprising fact in equivariant homotopy
theory, namely that a left Bousfield localisation of a genuinely commutative ring G–spectrum
might fail to be commutative. Historically, the first example of that phenomenon appeared in
[McC96], where McClure showed that for a finite group G and a family F of proper subgroups
of G , E˜F ≃ L
E˜F
S is not a strictly commutative ring spectrum. Here E˜F is the cofibre of the
natural map from a universal space EF+ to S
0 . Recently, more examples have been discussed
in [HH14] and [Hil17].
The failure of E˜F to be genuinely-commutative for a finite G is related to the fact that the re-
striction of E˜F to H Sp for any proper subgroup H of G is trivial, while E˜F is not contractible
in GSp. If E˜F were commutative then, there would exist a ring map ∗ ≃ NGH res
G
HE˜F −→ E˜F ,
which gives a contradiction, since E˜F is not equivariantly contractible. Here NGH denotes
a norm functor (see [HHR16]) which is a left adjoint to the restriction resGH at the level of
equivariant commutative ring spectra (algebras for the operad Comm).
In the case of the circle, we will always take F to be the collection of all finite subgroups.
Whereupon, E˜F has a strictly commutative model by [Gre18]. The different behaviour in case
of a circle comes from the fact that all proper subgroups are of infinite index in SO(2) and the
norm maps can only link subgroups K and H if K ≤ H is of finite index in H . We will use
this observation in Section 4, where we summarise the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences to the
algebraic model for rational T–spectra.
Contents of Part 1 of this paper. Let G = T = SO(2) and write E1∞ for the non-
equivariant E∞–operad equipped with the trivial T–action.
The main theorem of Part 1 appears later in the paper as Theorem 5.8.
Theorem A. There is a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences
E1∞–alg-in–(TSpQ) ≃ Comm–alg-in–dA(T),
where dA(T) denotes the algebraic model for rational T-spectra from [Gre99, BGKS17].
In view of [BH15] E1∞ –operad has the least commutative structure, in particular it encodes
the algebra structure without multiplicative norms.
Note that the operad Comm in the algebraic model doesn’t encode any additional structure
beyond that of commutative algebras in the usual sense, and thus the category of Comm–
algebras in the algebraic model can only model the rational naïve–commutative ring T–spectra.
The present work is the first step towards obtaining an algebraic model for T–spectra that
are equivariantly commutative in the strongest sense. Notice, that in the case of a finite group
G , there was a clear reason why it should be expected that the model categorical methods
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used to obtain the monoidal algebraic model only capture the lowest level of commutativity
in the equivariant setting. The methods for rational G–spectra for a finite G rely on the
complete idempotent splitting using results of Barnes [Bar09]. The splitting operation does
not preserve norms, and hence won’t preserve more structured commutative objects (see for
example McClure [McC96]).
The case of T does not use the splitting techniques, instead it uses an isotropy separation
technique (known as the Tate square or Hasse square). For suitable families of subgroups, this
technique preserves the strongest form of equivariant commutativity, so there is a good chance
of obtaining an algebraic model for more structured commutative T–ring spectra. In view of
the present paper, that requires recognising additional structure on these commutative algebras
in the algebraic model which are modelling strictly-commutative rational ring T–spectra. This
is work in progress.
Summary of the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences. To illustrate the zig-zag of Quillen
equivalences from [BGKS17, Theorem 5.2.1] we present a diagram of key steps. At the top we
have our preferred model for rational T-spectra (namely the left Bousfield localization LSQTSp
of the category of orthogonal T-spectra at the rational sphere spectrum). At the bottom we
have the algebraic model dA(T)dual with the dualizable model structure from [Bar16].
The reader may wish to refer to this diagram now, but the notation will be introduced as we
proceed. In the diagram, left Quillen functors are placed on the left and T = SO(2) . A lift to
the level of algebras over an E1∞–operad is given on the left, on the right there is an indication
of the ambient category.
E1∞–alg-in–TSpQ
Sy∧−

E1∞–alg-in–KTop–cell–S
y
Top–mod
pb
OO
(−)T

E1∞–alg-in–K
T
Top–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
ζ#
OO
change

Comm–alg-in–KTTop–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
of operads
OO
of Quillen equivalences

Comm–alg-in–Kt–cell–S
y
t –dmod
zig−zag
OO
of Quillen equivalences

Comm–alg-in–Ka–cell–S
y
a–dmod
zig−zag
OO
Γ

Comm–alg-in–dA(T)dual
µ
OO
TSpQ
Sy∧−

in TSp
KTop–cell–S
y
Top–mod
pb
OO
(−)T

in TSp
KTTop–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
ζ#
OO

in Sp
KTTop–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
Id
OO
of Quillen equivalences

in Sp
Kt–cell–S
y
t –dmod
zig−zag
OO
of Quillen equivalences

in Ch(Q)
Ka–cell–S
y
a–dmod
zig−zag
OO
Γ

in Ch(Q)
dA(T)dual
µ
OO
in Ch(Q)
In the above the subscript ‘Top ’ indicates that the corresponding object has a topological
origin, whereas the subscript ‘t ’ indicates that the object is algebraic, but has been produced
by applying the results of [Shi07] and thus usually it does not have an explicit description.
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The subscript ‘a ’ indicates that the object is algebraic in nature and has a small and explicit
description. The symbols Sy(−) refer to particular P -diagrams of rings, and the various cat-
egories Sy(−)–mod are diagrams of modules over a diagram of rings, see Section 2.2. We use
–dmod to denote differential objects in graded modules, once we are in algebra. These form
model categories and are cellularized (i.e., right Bousfield localized) at the sets of objects K(−) ,
which at every level of the diagram are the derived images of the usual stable generators T/H+
of T-spectra, where H varies through closed subgroups of T .
Contents of Part 2 of this paper: Elliptic cohomology. Given an elliptic curve C over
a Q -algebra K , together with some coordinate data, [Gre05] shows that one may construct an
SO(2)-equivariant elliptic cohomology associated to C . Indeed, one may write down an object
ECa of the algebraic model dA(T) (the construction of ECa is recalled in Subsection 9.1). In
view of the results of [Gre99] and [BGKS17], there is an associated rational T-spectrum ECTop .
Moreover, dA(T) is a symmetric monoidal category and ECa is visibly a commutative monoid.
It was asserted in [Gre05, Theorem 11.1] that [GS] would (a) establish a monoidal Quillen
equivalence and (b) that would allow one to deduce that ECTop is a commutative ring spectrum.
It was then further stated (c) that its category of modules would be monoidally equivalent to
a derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves over the elliptic curve C .
In the event, [GS] did not prove a monoidal equivalence, but we may refer instead to
[BGKS17]. This shows we may take ECTop to be a ring spectrum. But even then, the deduc-
tion of (b) from (a) requires substantial additional work, and Part 1 of this paper establishes a
version of it. Finally, it is the purpose of Part 2 of the present paper to give a complete proof
of (c).
As noted above, ECa is visibly a commutative monoid, and therefore an algebra over Comm ,
and by Theorem 5.8, it corresponds to an E1∞ -algebra ECTop in rational T-spectra. We can
therefore consider the symmetric monoidal category of modules. This is effectively what the
author of [Gre05] had in mind when stating [Gre05, Theorem 11.1], and this structure suffices
to give a natural symmetric monoidal product on ECTop –modules.
To be precise on the geometric side, we form a 2-periodic version POC of the structure sheaf
OC to correspond to the fact that EC is 2-periodic. The non-empty open sets of the usual
Zariski topology on C consist of the complements of arbitrary finite sets of points, but we use
the torsion point (tp) topology in which only points of finite order may be deleted.
The main theorem of Part 2 of the paper appears later as Theorem 6.1.
Theorem B. There is a symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalence
ECTop–mod–TSpQ ≃ quasi-coherent–POC–dmod–sheaves/Ctp
giving an equivalence of tensor triangulated categories
Ho(ECTop–mod–TSpQ) ≃ D(PCtp).
We note that our result showing that ECTop is an E
1
∞ -algebra falls short of showing ECTop
may be represented by a commutative orthogonal T-spectrum. It is now well known that
commutative ring spectra in the category of orthogonal T-spectra have additional structure
(in particular, they admit multiplicative norms along finite index inclusions) but this was not
known to the author of [Gre05] in 2005. We do not know whether ECTop can be taken to be
an EG∞ -ring spectrum and hence admit a model as a commutative orthogonal T-spectrum.
Notation. From now on we will write T for the group SO(2) . We also stick to the convention
of drawing the left adjoint above the right one (or to the left, if drawn vertically) in any adjoint
pair. We use Ch(Q) for the category of chain complexes of rational vector spaces, Sp for the
category of orthogonal spectra, GSp for the category of orthogonal G–spectra, and SpΣ for
the category of symmetric spectra. We add a subscript Q to indicate rational (G-) spectra.
From now on we will use notation E1∞ for non-equivariant operad E∞ given a trivial T-action
and considered an an operad in T-spaces.
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Part 1. Quillen equivalence with the algebraic model
2. Recollections
We start this section by recalling several results on lifting various model structures to the
categories of algebras over certain operads in equivariant stable setting.
2.1. Model structures on algebras over operads.
Definition 2.1. Let O be an operad in G-topological spaces, which has a trivial G-action and
its underlying non-equivariant operad is an E∞ -operad in topological spaces. We will call such
an operad E1∞ .
Example 2.2. Let U denote a G-universe, i.e. a countably infinite-dimensional real G-inner
product space which contains each finite dimensional sub-representation infinitely often. The
linear isometries operad L(U) is a G-operad such that L(U)(n) := L(Un, U) , where L(Un, U)
denotes non-equivariant linear isometries from Un to U . It is a G×Σn space by conjugation
and diagonal action. The identity map U −→ U is the distinguished element of L(U)(1) and
the structure maps are given by composition.
If U is a G-fixed G-universe then L(U) is an example of an E1∞ -operad.
Since the category of G-spectra is tensored over G-spaces we can consider O-algebras in
G-spectra, where O is a G-operad (an operad in G-spaces). In particular this applies when O
is an E1∞ -operad in G-spaces.
In the next proposition, which follows from [BH15, Proposition A.1], we consider the category
of orthogonal G-spectra with the positive stable model structure of [MM02, Section III.5].
Proposition 2.3. For any E1∞ -operad O such that each O(n) has a homotopy type of a
(G × Σn)–CW complex there exists a right-lifted model structure on O-algebras in orthogonal
G–spectra (i.e. the weak equivalences and fibrations are created in the category of orthogonal
G–spectra with the positive stable model structure).
Lemma 2.4. Let (L,R) be a V-enriched strong symmetric monoidal adjunction between V-
tensored symmetric monoidal categories C and D .
Let O be an operad in V , then L and R extend to functors of O-operads in C and D , and
we obtain a square of adjunctions
O–alg-in–C
UC

L //
O–alg-in–D
UD

R
oo
C
L //
FO
OO
D
R
oo
FO
OO
which is commutative in the sense that the square of left adjoints commutes and the square of
right adjoints commutes.
Now we consider the case when the original L,R -adjunction is a Quillen equivalence and
give criteria for it to lift to a Quillen equivalence of O-algebras.
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Lemma 2.5. [BGK18, Lemma 3.6] Suppose that L is a strong symmetric monoidal functor
tensored over V , L and R form a Quillen equivalence (at the level of categories C and D)
and that the categories of O–algebras in C and D have right–lifted cofibrantly generated model
structures from the ones on C and D respectively.
If UC preserves cofibrant objects then the lifted adjoint pair L , R at the level of O–algebras
is a Quillen equivalence:
O–alg-in–C ≃ O–alg-in–D.
We will apply this result numerous times in the rest of the paper in case where O is an E1∞ –
operad and categories C and D are built from equivariant orthogonal spectra, as we explain in
the next section.
2.2. Diagrams of model categories. Since the methods used to obtain an algebraic model
for rational T-spectra are substantially different than the ones for a finite group we recall here
the basic building blocks from [BGKS17] and [GS], i.e. diagrams of model categories. This
idea has been studied in some detail in [HR08] and in [GS14], among others. In this section we
introduce the relevant structures and leave most of the proofs to the references. We will only
use one shape of a diagram, the pullback diagram P :
• −→ • ←− •,
where the direction of the arrows refers to the left adjoints. Pullbacks of model categories are
also considered in detail in [Ber11].
Definition 2.6. A P –diagram of model categories R• is a pair of Quillen pairs
L : A −−→←− B : R
F : C −−→←− B : G
with L and F the left adjoints. We will usually draw this as the diagram below.
A
L //
B
R
oo
G
// C
Foo
A standard example, which is of the main interest to this paper, comes from a P –diagram
of rings Ry = (R1
f
→ R2
g
← R3) . Using the adjoint pairs of extension and restriction of scalars
we obtain a P –diagram of model categories R• as below.
R1–mod
R2⊗R1− //
R2–mod
f∗
oo
g∗
// R3–mod.
R2⊗R3−oo
Definition 2.7. Given a P –diagram of model categories R• we can define a new category,
R•–mod . The objects of this category are pairs of morphisms, α :La → b and γ :Fc → b in
B . We usually abbreviate a pair (α :La→ b, γ :Fc→ b) to a quintuple (a, α, b, γ, c) .
A morphism in R•–mod from (a, α, b, γ, c) to (a′, α′, b′, γ′, c′) is a triple of maps x : a→ a′
in A , y : b→ b′ in B , z : c→ c′ in C such that we have a commuting diagram in B
La
α //
Lx

b
y

Fc
γoo
Fz

La′
α′ // b′ Fc′
γ′oo
Note that we could also have defined an object as a sequence (a, α¯, b, γ¯, c) . where α¯ : a→ Rb
is a map in A and γ¯ : c→ Gb is a map in C .
Notation 2.8. We use Ry–mod to denote a category of modules over a diagram of rings Ry .
This is a special case of the category R•–mod from Definition 2.7.
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We say that a map (x, y, z) in R•–mod is an objectwise cofibration if x is a cofibration of
A , y is a cofibration of B and z is a cofibration of C . We define objectwise weak equivalences
similarly.
Lemma 2.9. [GS14, Proposition 3.3] Consider a P –diagram of model categories R• as below,
with each category cellular and proper.
A
L //
B
R
oo
G
// C
Foo
The category R•–mod admits a cellular proper model structure with cofibrations and weak
equivalences defined objectwise. This is called the diagram injective model structure.
Whilst there is also a diagram projective model structure, in this paper we only use the
diagram injective model structure (and cellularizations thereof) on diagrams of model categories.
Now consider maps of P –diagrams of model categories. Let R• and S• be two P -diagrams,
where R• is as above and S• is given below.
A′
L′ //
B′
R′
oo
G′
// C′
F ′oo
Now we assume that we have Quillen adjunctions as below such that P2L is naturally isomorphic
to L′P1 and P2F is naturally isomorphic to F
′P3 .
P1 : A −−→←− A
′ : Q1
P2 : B −−→←− B
′ : Q2
P3 : C −−→←− C
′ : Q3
We then obtain a Quillen adjunction (P,Q) between R•–mod and S•–mod. For example, the
left adjoint P takes the object (a, α, b, γ, c) to (P1a, P2α, P2b, P2γ, P3c) . The commutativity
assumptions ensure that this is an object of S•–mod. It is easy to see the following
Lemma 2.10. If the Quillen adjunctions (Pi, Qi) are Quillen equivalences then the adjunction
(P,Q) between R•–mod and S•–mod is a Quillen equivalence.
Now we turn to monoidal considerations. There is an obvious monoidal product for R•–mod,
provided that each of A , B and C is monoidal and that the left adjoints L and F are strong
monoidal.
(a, α, b, γ, c) ∧ (a′, α′, b′, γ′, c′) := (a ∧ a′, α ∧ α′, b ∧ b′, γ ∧ γ′, c ∧ c′)
Let SA be the unit of A , SB be the unit of B and let SC be the unit of C . Since L and F
are monoidal, we have maps ηA :LSA → SB and ηC :FSC → SB . The unit of the monoidal
product on R•–mod is (SA, ηA, SB, ηC, SC) .
It is worth noting that this category has an internal function object when A , B and C are
closed monoidal categories and thus itself is closed.
Lemma 2.11. Consider a P –diagram of model categories R• such that each vertex is a cellular
monoidal model category. Assume further that the two adjunctions of the diagram are strong
monoidal Quillen pairs. Then R•–mod is also a monoidal model category. If each vertex also
satisfies the monoid axiom, so does R•–mod .
Proof. Since the cofibrations and weak equivalences are defined objectwise, the pushout product
and monoid axioms hold provided they do so in each model category in the diagram R• . 
We can also extend our monoidal considerations to maps of diagrams. Return to the setting
of a map (P,Q) of P –diagrams from R• to S• as described above. If we assume that each of
the adjunctions (P1, Q1) , (P2, Q2) and (P3, Q3) is a symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalence,
then we see that (P,Q) is a symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalence.
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Lemma 2.12. Consider a P –diagram of model categories R• such that each vertex is tensored
over a symmetric monoidal category V and the two left adjoints of the diagram are also tensored
over V . Then R•–mod is tensored over V , using the formula
v ⊗ (a, α, b, γ, c) := (v ⊗ a, v ⊗ α, v ⊗ b, v ⊗ β, v ⊗ c).
Lemma 2.13. Under the assumptions from the lemma above, if O is an operad in V and
both left adjoints of the diagram R• are strong symmetric monoidal, then the category of O–
algebras in R•–mod is equivalent to the category (O–alg-in–R•)–mod , where O–alg-in–R• is
the following diagram
O–alg-in–A
L //
O–alg-in–B
R
oo
G
// O–alg-in–C
Foo
2.3. Cellularization. A cellularization of a model category is a right Bousfield localization
at a set of objects. Such a localization exists by [Hir03, Theorem 5.1.1] whenever the model
category is right proper and cellular. When we are in a stable context the results of [BR13] can
be used.
In this subsection we recall the notion of cellularization when C is stable.
Definition 2.14. Let C be a stable model category and K a stable set of objects of C , i.e.
such that a class of K –cellular objects of C is closed under desuspensions.1 We say that a map
f :A −→ B of C is a K–cellular equivalence if the induced map
[k, f ]C∗ : [k,A]
C
∗ −→ [k,B]
C
∗
is an isomorphism of graded abelian groups for each k ∈ K . An object Z ∈ C is said to be
K–cellular if
[Z, f ]C∗ : [Z,A]
C
∗ −→ [Z,B]
C
∗
is an isomorphism of graded abelian groups for any K –cellular equivalence f .
Definition 2.15. A right Bousfield localization or cellularization of C with respect to a
set of objects K is a model structure K–cell–C on C such that
• the weak equivalences are K -cellular equivalences
• the fibrations of K–cell–C are the fibrations of C
• the cofibrations of K–cell–C are defined via left lifting property.
By [Hir03, Theorem 5.1.1], if C is a right proper, cellular model category and K is a set of
objects in C , then the cellularization of C with respect to K , K–cell–C , exists and is a right
proper model category. The cofibrant objects of K–cell–C are called K –cofibrant and are
precisely the K –cellular and cofibrant objects of C . Moreover, if C is a stable model category
and K is a stable set of cofibrant objects (see [BR13, Definition 4.3]), then K–cell–C is also
cofibrantly generated, and the set of generating acyclic cofibrations is the same as for C (see
[BR13, Theorem 4.9]).
3. Preliminaries
We now proceed to lifting model structures to the categories of algebras over E1∞ -operads
in this new setting of diagrams of model categories.
3.1. Lifting model structures. If C is a model category we want to right–lift the model
structure from C to the category O–alg-in–C of O-algebras in C using the right adjoint U , i.e.
we want the weak equivalences and fibrations to be created by U . In our case, C will be some
category of R -modules in TSp (or spectra) with weak equivalences those maps which forget to
rational equivalences of TSp.
First we recall Kan’s result for right lifting model structures in this setting.
1Note that this class is always closed under suspensions.
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Lemma 3.1. [Hir03, Theorem 11.3.2] Suppose C is a cofibrantly generated model category with
a set of generating acyclic cofibrations J . If
• the free O–algebra functor FO preserves small objects (or the forgetful functor U pre-
serves filtered colimits) and
• every transfinite composition of pushouts (cobase extensions) of elements of FO(J) is
sent to a weak equivalence of C by U ,
then the model structure on C may be lifted using the right adjoint to give a cofibrantly generated
model structure on O–alg-in–C . The functor U then creates fibrations and weak equivalences.
The following remark tells us that cellularisations interact well with lifted model structures.
Remark 3.2. Let C be a cofibrantly generated model structure and O be an operad such that the
free O–algebra functor FO preserves small objects and such that the model structure on C right
lifts to O–algebras in C . Assume that for a set of objects K the cellularisation K–cell–C of
the model structure on C exists. Then there exists a right–lifted model structure on O–algebras
in C from K–cell–C .
This follows directly from Kan’s lifting lemma and the fact that the generating acyclic cofi-
brations for K–cell–C are the same as the ones for C .
We will lift various model structures on R–modules in TSpQ to the level of algebras over an
E1∞ –operad O . We first consider the categorical setting. Since R is a Comm–algebra we get a
distributivity law
FO(R ∧ −) −→ R ∧ FO(−),
and hence
O–alg-in–R–mod–TSp ∼= R–mod–O–alg-in–TSp.
Therefore the functor R∧− lifts to a functor at the level of O-algebras as in the diagram below.
In the following, U denotes forgetful functors and FO,R is defined by X 7→ ∨n>0O(n)+∧ΣnX
∧nR .
O–alg-in–R–mod–TSp
U
//
U

O–alg-in–TSp
R∧−oo
U

R–mod–TSp
U
//
FO,R
OO
TSp
R∧−oo
FO
OO
Now considering model categories, we want to lift the positive stable model structure on
rational T–spectra to the other three corners. Lifting to R -modules is standard and lifting to
O-algebras is Proposition 2.3. Thus all that remains is the top left corner.
Since the homotopy theory of O-algebras does not depend on the choice of the E1∞ -operad
O which at level n has a homotopy type of (T × Σn)-CW complex, from now on we will use
the generic notation E1∞ -algebras.
Lemma 3.3. For R a commutative ring T-spectrum there is a cofibrantly generated model
structure on E1∞ -algebras in R–mod where the weak equivalences are those maps which forget to
rational stable equivalences of T-spectra. Furthermore, the forgetful functor to R–mod preserves
cofibrant objects.
Proof. We adapt the proof of [BGK18, Theorem 4.4]. A corollary of that theorem states that
there is a lifted model structure on E1∞ –algebras in TSpQ . We extend this to E
1
∞–algebras
in R–mod–TSpQ . Specifically, we show that the adjunction (FE1
∞
,R, U) can be used to lift the
model structure on R–mod–TSpQ to E
1
∞ –algebras in R–mod–TSpQ .
As in the reference, this result has two parts, the first part is about the interaction of
pushouts, sequential colimits and h-cofibrations (also known as the Cofibration Hypothesis).
This is well known and uses a standard technique of describing pushouts of E1∞ -algebras as
sequential colimits in the underlying category (in this case R–mod). This argument appears
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in several places, one of the earlier occurrences is Elmendorf et al [EKMM97, Chapters VII
and VIII] where they construct model structure of commutative algebras and localisations
of commutative algebras. A more recent description is given by Harper and Hess in [HH13,
Proposition 5.10].
The second part is that every map built using pushouts (cobase extensions) and sequential
colimits from FE1
∞
,R(R ∧ J) (i.e. maps of the form FE1
∞
,R(R ∧ j) , for j a generating acyclic
cofibration of TSpQ ) is a rational equivalence. It can be broken into a number of steps.
Step 1: If f :X → Y is a generating acyclic cofibration of the rational model structure on
R -modules then FE1
∞
,Rf is a rational equivalence and a h-cofibration of underlying
T-spectra.
Step 2: Any pushout (cobase extension) of FE1
∞
,Rf is a rational equivalence and a h-cofibration
of underlying T-spectra.
Step 3: Any sequential colimit of such maps is a rational equivalence.
To prove Step 1 we first identify the generating acyclic cofibrations as maps of the form
R∧ g :R∧Z → R∧Z ′ where g :Z → Z ′ is a acyclic generating cofibration of TSpQ and hence
has cofibrant domain and codomain. We know that FE1
∞
,R(R ∧ g) = R ∧ FE1
∞
g . By [BGK18,
Theorem 4.4], FE1
∞
g is a rational acyclic cofibration of cofibrant T–spectra. Smashing such a
map with a spectrum gives a rational acyclic h-cofibration of T–spectra that in R–mod is a
cofibration of cofibrant objects. Step 2 and Step 3 follow as in the classical case.
By [HH13, Theorem 5.18] the forgetful functor
U : E1∞–alg-in–R–mod–TSpQ −→ R–mod–TSpQ
preserves cofibrant objects. 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose there is a right-lifted model structure to O–alg-in–C from each category
C used to built the diagram category Ry–mod separately and
U : O–alg-in–Ry–mod −→ Ry–mod
commutes with filtered colimits. Then there is a right-lifted model structure from the diagram
injective model structure on Ry–mod to O–alg-in–Ry–mod .
Proof. If each separate lift exists, then the conditions of Kan’s result are satisfied for the
(generalised) diagram category, since the free O-algebra functor, acyclic cofibrations, weak
equivalences, transfinite compositions and pushouts are defined objectwise. 
As well as E1∞ -algebras on TSp and Sp we will need Comm-algebras on various model
categories of non-equivariant spectra. Specifically we will need to consider Comm-algebras in
the rationalised positive stable model structure on orthogonal spectra, Comm-algebras in the
rationalised positive stable model structure on symmetric spectra, and Comm-algebras in the
positive stable model structure on HQ–modules in symmetric spectra. We give a proof that
the various lifted model structures exist for the orthogonal spectra case, the remaining cases
are similar.
Lemma 3.5. Let R be a commutative ring spectrum. If we equip orthogonal spectra with the
positive rational stable model structure then there are lifted model structures on the categories
of Comm-algebras in R -modules in SpQ and E
1
∞ -algebras in R -modules in SpQ .
Proof. The category of commutative algebras in R -modules is the category of commutative
R -algebras, which in turn is the category of commutative algebras under R . Hence the model
structure for Comm-algebras in SpQ [BGK18, Theorem A.2] gives a model structure on Comm-
algebras in R -modules in SpQ .
For the E1∞ -case we use a non-equivariant version of Lemma 3.3. 
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4. An algebraic model for rational T–spectra
We start by summarising the classification of rational T–spectra in terms of an algebraic
model. We will only outline the strategy here, for details and definitions we refer the reader to
[BGKS17] and [GS].
Remark 4.1. We choose to work with a simplified version of the proof presented in [BGKS17].
The simplification arises from very recent work of the second author, [Gre18] which proves that
the ring T-spectrum E˜F has a genuinely commutative model.
This means that instead of working with localisations of model categories used in [BGKS17],
we work with diagrams of modules over a diagram of genuinely commutative ring T–spectra.
This approach is simpler, and more closely follows the approach of [GS].
We remark here, that any one of the three zig-zags: the one presented in this paper, the one
used in [BGKS17] or the one using L(1)-modules in T-orthogonal spectra suggested in [GS],
can be used to prove that there is a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences
E1∞–alg-in–TSpQ ≃ Comm–alg-in–dA(T)dual
The Tate square for the family of finite subgroups is the homotopy pullback square
S //

S∞V (T)

DEF+ // S∞V (T) ∧DEF+
of (genuinely) commutative ring T-spectra (Note that S∞V (T) = E˜F has a commutative model
in rational orthogonal T-spectra by [Gre18]). We then omit the copy of S at the top left, to
leave the fork
SyTop =

S∞V (T)

DEF+ // S∞V (T) ∧DEF+
 .
The Cellularization Principle shows that, the category of T-spectra can then be recovered from
modules over SyTop by taking a pullback construction [GS14, Proposition 4.1] (see also [GS,
Proposition 4.1], [GS13, Proposition 6.2]):
TSpQ = S–mod–TSpQ ≃ KTop–cell–S
y
Top–mod–TSpQ.
The cellularization here is at the derived image of the generators for TSpQ , which we denote by
KTop . Taking T-fixed points gives the diagram of rings (arranged on a line for typographical
convenience)
(SyTop)
T =
(
DEFT+ −→ (S
∞V (T) ∧DEF+)
T ←− (S∞V (T))T
)
.
If M is a module over the ring T–spectrum R , then MT is a module over the (non-equivariant)
ring spectrum RT . Taking T-fixes points at every place of the diagram gives a Quillen equiva-
lence
ζ# : (S
y
Top)
T–mod
//
SyTop–mod–TSpQ : (−)
Too
by [BGKS17, Section 3.3] or [GS, Section 7.A]. Let KTTop be the derived image of the cells KTop
under this adjunction. Then we have a symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalence
ζ# : K
T
Top–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
//
KTop–cell–S
y
Top–mod–TSpQ : (−)
Too .
Rational orthogonal spectra are symmetric monoidally Quillen equivalent to rational sym-
metric spectra in simplicial sets SpΣQ , which in turn are symmetric monoidally Quillen equivalent
to HQ–modules in symmetric spectra. Hence we can apply the results of [Shi07] to obtain a
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diagram Syt of commutative ring objects in rational chain complexes and symmetric monoidal
Quillen equivalences
(SyTop)
T–mod ≃ Syt –dmod K
T
Top–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod ≃ Kt–cell–S
y
t –dmod
where Kt is the derived image of the cells K
T
Top , see [BGKS17, Section 3.4] or [GS, Section
8]. Here, –dmod denotes differential objects in graded modules. The results of [Shi07] give
isomorphisms between the homology of these rational chain complexes in terms of homotopy
groups of the original spectra.
There is a product splitting
DEF+ ≃
∏
n
DE〈n〉
where the single isotropy space E〈n〉 is defined by the cofibre sequence
E[H ⊂ Cn]+ −→ E[H ⊆ Cn]+ −→ E〈n〉.
We may then calculate
pi∗(DE〈n〉
T) = piT∗ (DE〈n〉)
∼= H∗(BS1/Cn) = Q[c], pi∗((S
∞V (T))T) = Q
As these rings are polynomial, we use formality arguments to see that Syt is quasi-isomorphic
(as diagrams of commutative rings) to the diagram
Sya =

Q

OF // E−1OF

of graded rings. Recall that OF ∼=
∏
nQ[c] and
E−1OF = colimV T=0Σ
V OF
where ΣV OF =
∏
nΣ
|V Cn |Q[c] . For typographical convenience we arrange this along a line
OF
l
−→ E−1OF
ι
← Q,
and modules over this diagram are of the form
N
k
−→ P
m
← V
where k is the map of OF -modules and m is a map of Q -modules.
Formality arguments allow us to simplify the diagram of commutative rings Syt to a quasi-
isomorphic diagram of commutative rings Sya . Another sequence of formality arguments gives a
simpler set of cells Ka defined in [BGKS17, Lemma 4.2.2]. Hence we have zig-zags of symmetric
monoidal Quillen equivalences
Sya–dmod ≃ S
y
t –dmod Ka–cell–S
y
a–dmod ≃ Kt–cell–S
y
t –dmod
see [GS, Section 9].
Let A(T) be the subcategory of Sya -modules where the structure maps induce isomorphisms
l∗N ∼= P and ι∗V ∼= P . We use notation dA(T) for the category of objects of A(T) equipped
with a differential. This categories are described in detail in [BGKS17].
We give the differential module categories of the individual rings in Sya the (algebraic) pro-
jective model structures and Sya–dmod the diagram injective model structure. We give the cat-
egory dA(T) of differential objects of A(T) the dualizable model structure of Barnes [Bar16]:
the essential fact is that this is a monoidal model structure.
The final stage in our sequence of Quillen equivalences is to remove the cellularisation. There
is a symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalence
Ka–cell–S
y
a–dmod ≃ dA(T),
by [GS, 11.5].
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5. An algebraic model for rational naïve-commutative ring T–spectra
In this section we construct our sequence of Quillen equivalences between E1∞ -algebras in
rational T-spectra and commutative algebras in the algebraic model. The strategy is to replace
E1∞ by Comm as soon as we have moved from equivariant spectra to (modules over (S
y
Top)
T in)
non-equivariant spectra. We then apply the results of Richter and Shipley [RS17] to compare
commutative algebras in rational spectra to commutative algebras in rational chain complexes.
Before we check the compatibility of the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences from Section 4 with
algebras over E1∞ -operads, we note that this zig-zag of Quillen equivalences works for positive
stable model structures.
Remark 5.1. The model structures and Quillen equivalences of Section 4 relating rational T-
spectra to the algebraic model dA(T) can all be obtained using the positive stable model structure
on the various categories of spectra. Moreover, the adjunction
HQ ∧ − : SpΣQ
//
HQ–mod : Uoo
is a Quillen equivalence when the left side is considered with the positive stable model structure
and the right hand side is considered with the positive flat stable model structure of [Shi04].
This model structure on HQ–mod is the starting point for the work in [RS17].
Notice that all left adjoints of the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences from Section 4 (see also
[BGKS17] and [GS]) up to HQ–mod are strong symmetric monoidal.
By Lemmas 2.5, 3.4, 3.5 and Remark 3.2 we obtain lifted model structures on the categories
of E1∞ -algebras and Quillen equivalences at the levels of E
1
∞ -algebras as below.
E1∞–alg-in–TSpQ
Sy∧−

in TSp
E1∞–alg-in–KTop–cell–S
y
Top–mod
pb
OO
(−)T

in TSp
E1∞–alg-in–K
T
Top–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
ζ#
OO
in Sp
At this point we change the operad from E1∞ to Comm obtaining a Quillen equivalence.
Lemma 5.2. [BGK18, Lemma 6.2] There is an adjunction
η∗ : E
1
∞–alg-in–SpQ
//
Comm–alg-in–SpQ : η
∗oo
induced by the map of operads in Top∗ η : E
1
∞ −→ Comm . This adjunction is a Quillen
equivalence with respect to right-induced model structures from the rational positive stable model
structure on SpQ .
Lemma 5.3. There is an adjunction
η∗ : E
1
∞–alg-in–K
T
Top–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
//
Comm–alg-in–KTTop–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod : η∗oo
induced by the map of operads in Top∗ , η : E
1
∞ −→ Comm . This adjunction is a Quillen
equivalence with respect to right-induced model structures from KTTop–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod .
Another application of Lemma 2.5 we get two results.
Lemma 5.4. There is a Quillen equivalence
P ◦ | − | : Comm–alg-in–SpΣQ
//
Comm–alg-in–SpQ : Sing ◦ Uoo
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where both model structures are right induced from the rational positive stable model structures
on SpΣ and Sp respectively.
Proposition 5.5. There is a Quillen equivalence
HQ ∧ − : Comm–alg-in–SpΣQ
//
Comm–alg-in–(HQ–mod) : Uoo .
These results lift to the level of diagrams of modules over a fork of commutative rings used
in Section 4 and so does the following result.
Theorem 5.6 ([RS17, Corollary 8.4]). There is a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences between the
model category of commutative HQ–algebras (in symmetric spectra) and differential graded
commutative Q–algebras.
The model structure on commutative HQ–algebras is lifted from the positive flat stable
model structure on symmetric spectra, see for example [Shi04]. The model structure on dif-
ferential graded commutative Q–algebras has fibrations the surjections and weak equivalences
the homology isomorphisms.
We can summarise the above in the next lemma, where Syt is a diagram of commutative
rings obtained from (SyTop)
T by applying the result of [Shi07].
Lemma 5.7. The adjunction
E1∞–alg-in–K
T
Top–cell–(S
y
Top)
T–mod
of Quillen equivalences

in Sp
Comm–alg-in–Kt–cell–S
y
t –dmod
zig−zag
OO
in Ch(Q)
is a Quillen equivalence.
The formality argument of certain commutative rings and the removal of cellularisation of
Section 4 passes to Quillen equivalences as below, via Lemma 2.5.
Comm–alg-in–Kt–cell–S
y
t –dmod
of Quillen equivalences

in Ch(Q)
Comm–alg-in–Ka–cell–S
y
a–dmod
zig−zag
OO
Γ

in Ch(Q)
Comm–alg-in–dA(T)dual
µ
OO
in Ch(Q)
We collect all the Quillen equivalences from this section into one result.
Theorem 5.8. There is a zig-zag of Quillen equivalences
E1∞–alg-in–(TSpQ) ≃ Comm–alg-in–dA(T),
where dA(T) denotes the algebraic model for rational T-spectra from [Gre99, BGKS17].
We may extend the above results to modules over rational E1∞ –ring T-spectra. Rather than
give the somewhat complicated definition of a module over an algebra over an operad (and the
monoidal product of such modules), we use a different model category of spectra and simply
talk about modules over a commutative ring object.
Recall a variant of the category of rational T–spectra: the category of unital L(1)–modules
in orthogonal T-spectra from [BH], where L is the linear isometries operad for the universe
U = R∞ . Thus the additive universe is the complete T-universe and the multiplicative universe
is taken to be R∞ . This category will be denoted L(R∞)–TSpQ . Recall further that
Comm–alg-in–L(R∞)–TSpQ ≃ E
1
∞–alg-in–TSpQ,
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so that an E1∞ –ring in rational orthogonal T–spectra has a strictly commutative in rational
unital L(1)–modules in orthogonal T-spectra, L(R∞)–TSpQ .
We use the fact that one may rewrite our zig-zag of Quillen equivalences between E1∞–alg-in–TSpQ
and commutative rings in dA(T) to start from Comm–alg-in–L(R∞)–TSpQ and use unital
L(1)–modules in orthogonal T-spectra in place of TSp, as discussed in Remark 4.1.
Corollary 5.9. For any rational E1∞ –ring T-spectrum R there is a zig-zag of monoidal Quillen
equivalences
R–mod–(L(R∞)–TSpQ) ≃ R˜–mod–dA(T),
where R˜ is the derived image of R under the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences of Theorem 5.8.
Proof. Taking the symmetric monoidal category of R¯ -modules to be the starting point, we may
lift the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences described just before the current corollary to categories of
modules using Blumberg and Hill [BH, Theorem 4.13] and Schwede and Shipley [SS03, Theorem
3.12]. All steps of the zig-zag are symmetric monoidal, since the Quillen equivalences were so.
The algebraic model dA(T) is taken with the dualizable model structure from [Bar16] as in the
current paper. The end of the zig-zag is then a symmetric monoidal category R˜–mod–dA(T) ,
where R˜ can be taken to be the derived image of R under the zig-zag of Quillen equivalences
of Theorem 5.8, and hence is a commutative ring in dA(T) . 
Part 2. An application to equivariant elliptic cohomology
The purpose of the second part is to apply the results of Part 1 to a case of particular interest.
6. An island of algebraic geometry in rational T-spectra
6.1. Overview. As mentioned in the introduction, given an elliptic curve C over a Q -algebra
K , together with some coordinate data, one may construct a T-equivariant elliptic cohomology
EC associated to C [Gre05]. Using C and the coordinate data one may write down an object
ECa of dA(T) , which by [Gre99] corresponds to a T-spectrum ECTop , and by [BGKS17] this
may be taken to be a ring. The construction of ECa is recalled in Subsection 9.1. Furthermore,
dA(T) is a symmetric monoidal category and ECa is visibly a commutative monoid.
By Corollary 5.9, ECTop can be chosen to be an E
1
∞ -algebra in rational T-spectra, which for
this part we take to be L(R∞)–TSpQ . This is the category of unital L(1)-modules in TSpQ ,
see Blumberg and Hill [BH]. It therefore makes sense to discuss the monoidal model category of
E1∞ -modules over ECTop , and the following theorem states that it is equivalent to a category
of sheaves of quasi-coherent modules over C . The exact definitions of the following categories
will be given as we proceed.
Since EC is 2-periodic, we form a 2-periodic version POC of the structure sheaf OC . The
non-empty open sets of the usual Zariski topology on C consist of the complements of arbitrary
finite sets of points, but we use the torsion point (tp) topology in which only points of finite
order may be deleted. The purpose of Part 2 is to prove the following result.
Theorem 6.1. There is a symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalence
ECTop–mod–TSpQ ≃ quasi-coherent–POC–dmod–sheaves/Ctp
giving an equivalence of tensor triangulated categories
Ho(ECTop–mod–TSpQ) ≃ D(PCtp),
where –dmod denotes differential objects in graded modules.
Proof. We will prove the theorem by showing that both categories are formal and have the
same abelian skeleton, A(PC) . More precisely, we construct the following zig-zag of Quillen
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equivalences
ECTop–mod–TSpQ
(1)
≃ ECa–mod–dA(T)
(2)
≃ dA(PC)
(3)
≃ dA(POC)
(4)
≃ cell–POyC–dmod/Ctp
(5)
≃ POC–dmod/Ctp
Equivalence (1): is an application of the monoidal equivalence of Corollary 5.9.
Equivalence (2): comes from the elementary reformulation of the abelian category stated in
Lemma 9.3.
Equivalence (3): arises by replacing skyscraper and constant sheaves by the associated mod-
ules as in Proposition 8.5
Equivalence (4): is the Cellular Skeleton Theorem 8.4 in this context.
Equivalence (5): is an immediate application of the Cellularization Principle (Lemma 8.3).

Remark 6.2. There are similar results for Lurie’s elliptic cohomology associated to a derived
elliptic curve [Lur18]. Lurie constructs the representing E1∞ -ring spectra as sections of a struc-
ture sheaf constructed from a derived elliptic curve. At the level of derived algebraic geometry
the counterpart of our theorem is built into his machinery, and over Q classical consequences
can be inferred by theorems such as [Lur18, Theorem 2.1.1].
Unpublished work of Gepner and the second author analyses the relationship between Lurie’s
theories and the theories ECTop . Lurie’s theories are defined and natural for all compact Lie
groups, in particular the coordinate data is determined by the coordinate at the identity pullback
along the power maps. Accordingly, not all of the theories ECa are restrictions of such theories.
7. Elliptic curves
Let C be an elliptic curve over a Q -algebra K . There are certain associated structures that
we recall. For more details on the theory of elliptic curves we refer the reader to [Sil09].
7.1. Functions, divisors and differentials. We write e for the identity of C as an abelian
group, C[n] = ker(C
n
−→ C) for the points of order dividing n and C〈n〉 for the points of exact
order n . Coming to divisors, Abel’s theorem states that Σini[xi] is the divisor of a regular
function if and only if Σini = 0 and Σinixi = e .
We write OC for the structure sheaf of the curve C , and K for the (constant) sheaf of
meromorphic functions with poles only at points of finite order. We then write OC,x for
the ring of functions regular at x , and (OC)
∧
x for its completion. For a divisor D we write
OC(D) = {f ∈ K | div(f) +D ≥ 0} for the sheaf of functions with poles bounded by D .
By the Riemann-Roch theorem H0(C;OC(ne)) is n-dimensional over K if n > 0 . It follows
that there is a short exact sequence
0 −→ C −→ Pic(C) −→ Z −→ 0
where Pic(C) is the Picard group of line bundles on C . Thus any line bundle is determined
up to equivalence by a point on C and its degree. We are especially concerned with the line
bundles associated to sums of divisors C[n] where we have in particular OC(C[n]) ∼= OC(n
2e) .
Since C is an abelian group, the sheaf Ω1C of differentials is a trivializable line bundle. We
will make our theory 2-periodic by using Ω1C for the periodicity.
Definition 7.1. The periodic structure sheaf is the sheaf of graded rings POC =
⊕
n∈Z(Ω
1
C)
⊗n ,
where (Ω1C)
⊗n is the degree 2n part. A periodic OC -module M is a graded module over POC .
7.2. Derived categories of sheaves of modules. The structure sheaf OC is a sheaf of rings
over C and we consider complexes of sheaves of quasi-coherent OC -modules.
The non-empty open sets of the usual Zariski topology on C consist of the complements
of arbitrary finite sets of points. We use the torsion point (tp) topology where the non-empty
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open sets are obtained by deleting a finite sets of points, each of which has finite order. In
effect, we only permit poles at points of finite order.
Consider four classes of maps f : P −→ Q of sheaves over Ctp .
• F1 = {f | f : P
∼=
−→ Q}
• F2 = {f | f(D) : P(D)
∼=
−→ Q(D) for all effective torsion point divisors D}
• F3 = {f | fx : Px
∼=
−→ Qx for all points x of finite order}
• G = {f | Γ(f) : Γ(P)
∼=
−→ Γ(Q)}
The first three classes are in fact the same.
Lemma 7.2. We have equalities F1 = F2 = F3 . We use Ftp to denote it and we call elements
of this class tp-isomorphisms. We call a map f between complexes of sheaves a tp-equivalence
if H∗(f) is a tp-isomorphism.
Proof. It is clear that F1 ⊇ F2 since we can take the tensor product with the locally free sheaf
OC(D) . It is clear that F2 ⊇ F3 since Fx is the direct limit of sections of F(D) over D not
containing x .
The proof that F3 ⊇ F1 is the local to global property of sheaves. 
The derived category D(Ctp) is formed from complexes of sheaves by inverting all homology
tp-isomorphisms. The method of Lemma 8.2 below shows that not every global equivalence is
a tp-equivalence of sheaves, but since F ⊆ G we obtain a localization
D(Ctp) −→ D(Ctp)[G
−1] =: DG(C).
7.3. Model categories of sheaves of modules. The natural way for a homotopy theorist
to construct these derived categories is as homotopy categories of model categories. As seen in
[Hov01], there are numerous different model structures with the class of homology isomorphisms
as weak equivalences.
One method of constructing model structures is by specifying a generating set K of small
objects. Writing Sn(M) for the complex with M in degree n and zero elsewhere and Dn+1(M)
for the mapping cone of the identity map of Sn(M) as usual we take generating cofibrations
and acyclic cofibrations to be
I(M) = {Sn−1(M) −→ Dn(M) | n ∈ Z,M ∈ K}
J(M) = {0 −→ Dn(M) | n ∈ Z,M ∈ K}.
We then attempt to use these to generate a model structure.
We are particularly interested in monoidal model structures so we want to take K to consist
of flat objects. We define
Ktp = {OC(D) | D a divisor of torsion points}.
Proposition 7.3. The sets I(Ktp) and J(Ktp) generate a proper monoidal model structure on
the category of differential graded sheaves of quasi-coherent OC -modules, with tp-equivalences
as weak equivalences. We call it the flat tp-model structure.
We show that these sets generate a proper model structure follows from Quillen’s argument
as codified by [Hov01, Theorem 1.7]. The fact that it is monoidal follows from flatness of objects
in Ktp . Before proceeding, we record the usual calculation of maps out of discs and spheres
and categorical generators.
Lemma 7.4. For a complex P of sheaves,
Hom(Dn(M),P) = Hom(M,Pn)
and
Hom(Sn(M),P) = Hom(M,Zn(P)). 
Lemma 7.5. The set Ktp is a set of generators for quasi-coherent tp-sheaves.
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Proof. By definition the stalk of a sheaf F at x is the direct limit of F(U) over open sets U
containing x . The complement of such an open set U is a closed set not containing x . Let Vx
denote the collection of closed sets not containing x and Dx denote the collection of effective
divisors not containing x .
Since Dx is cofinal in Vx ,
Fx = colimD∈Dx F(X \D).
Finally
F(X \D) = colimk ΓF(kD) ∼= colimk Hom(OC(−kD),F).
The last step follows from the enriched isomorphism
Hom(OC(−D),F) ∼= F(D). 
Remark 7.6. The proof applies to an arbitrary quasi-projective variety with the Zariski topol-
ogy.
Proof of Proposition 7.3. As usual, we define fibrations to be J–inj (i.e. the maps with the
right lifting property with respect to all elements of J ) and cofibrations to be I–cof (i.e. the
maps with the left lifting property with respect to all elements of I–inj).
It remains to verify the conditions of [Hov01, Theorem 1.7]. Firstly, Ktp is a generating set
by Lemma 7.5 so we need to show that if P is Ktp -flabby then Hom(M,P) is acyclic for all
M ∈ Ktp .
Suppose that P is Ktp -flabby. By Lemma 7.4, this means that the map
Γ(P(D)n) = Hom(D
n(OC(−D)),P) −→ Hom(S
n−1(OC(−D)),P) −→ Γ(ZnP(D))
is surjective for all D . Taking colimits as in the lemma, we see that
Pn −→ ZnP
is an epimorphism on stalks, which is to say it is an epimorphism of sheaves. Thus every cycle is
a boundary and P is acyclic. Tensoring with the flat sheaf OC(D) we see that Hom(OC(−D),P)
is acyclic as required.
For the monoidal statement we need to check the pushout product axiom. By [Hov99,
Chapter 4], we need only check that ij is an acyclic cofibration when i ∈ I and j ∈ J and
that ii′ is a cofibration for i, i′ ∈ I .
If i = (Sm−1(M) −→ Dm(M)) and j = (0 −→ Dn(N)) this involves considering the map
Sm−1(M)⊗Dn(N) −→ Dm(M)⊗Dn(N).
This is obtained from
M ⊗N −→ D1(M ⊗N)
by suspending and taking the mapping cones of the identity. In all our examples M ⊗N is in
the class KC so this is a generating cofibration and the mapping cone of the identity will give
another cofibration with both terms acyclic.
For i = (Sm−1(M) −→ Dm(M)), i′ = (Sm
′−1(M ′) −→ Dm
′
(M ′)) the resulting map comes
from the one for i = (Sm−1(Q) −→ Dm(Q)), i
′
= (Sm
′−1(Q) −→ Dm
′
(Q)) in chain complexes
over Q by tensoring with M ⊗M ′ . Since ii
′
is a cofibration in Q -modules it follows that
ii′ is a cofibration. 
Remark 7.7. We will need the periodic variant, where we start from the sheaf POC of graded
rings. We then consider differential graded sheaves of quasi-coherent POC -modules in the tp-
topology, and form D(POC) as before.
8. Hasse squares
8.1. The Hasse square for T-spectra. It will be useful for the reader to recall the model
for rational T–spectra from Section 4, because the models for quasi-coherent sheaves over an
elliptic curve are constructed analogously.
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In particular, recall the Quillen equivalence between a cellularisation of Sya–mod and the
algebraic model dA(T) . We are replacing the cellularization by restricting to the torsion sub-
category, which we think of as the essential skeleton. Since we are preparing for the analogue,
we recall the outline, which is an elaboration of [GS13, Section 5]. The essential fact is that we
have an adjunction where the left adjoint is inclusion i (clearly strong symmetric monoidal)
and the right adjoint Γ is the torsion functor.
This is a Quillen pair, and we apply the Cellularization Principle [GS13, Theorem 2.1] to
get a Quillen equivalence. The main content of the proof is that a cellular equivalence between
torsion objects is a homology isomorphism. We recall the proof from [GS] partly because it is
much simpler for the circle and partly because we will need to adapt it to sheaves in Lemma
8.4 below.
Lemma 8.1. (Cellular Skeleton Theorem [GS, 11.5]) There is a monoidal Quillen equivalence
cell–Sya–mod ≃ dA(T).
Proof. We show that if X = (N −→ E−1OF ⊗ V ) in dA(T) is cellularly trivial then X ≃ 0 .
First note
0 ≃ Hom(S−W , X) ∼= (ΣWN −→ E−1OF ⊗ V )
so that
0 ≃ colimW T=0Hom(S
−W , X) = (E−1N
∼=
−→ E−1OF ⊗ V ) = e(V )
is trivial. Hence V = 0 , N = T is a torsion module and X = f(T ) . Since T is torsion,
T ∼=
⊕
n enT . Now consider the algebraic counterpart of the basic cell Σ
−1σn = T∧T[n] enS
−1 ,
namely (Qn −→ E
−1OF ⊗ 0) , where T[n] are points of order n and Qn denotes Q at degree
0 at the spot corresponding to Cn in the OF -module. Then we have
0 ≃ Hom(σn, f(T )) = HomQ[c](Q, enT )
Hence enT ≃ 0 . Since this applies to all n ≥ 1 we see T ≃ 0 as required. 
For comparison it is illuminating to identify the non-trivial objects X = (β : N −→ E−1OF⊗
V ) of dA(T) so that piT∗ (X) = 0 .
Lemma 8.2. If T is an E-divisible E-torsion module with action map µ : OF ⊗T −→ T then
the object
A(T ) = (NT −→ E−1OF ⊗ T ) with NT = ker(E
−1
OF ⊗ T
µ
−→ T )
has piT∗ (A(T )) = 0 . If X has pi
T
∗ (X) = 0 then X ≃ A(T ) where T = pi
T
∗ (X ∧ ΣEF+) .
Proof. Suppose that X = (N
β
−→ E−1OF ⊗ V ) has pi
T
∗ (X) = 0 . First, we note that any X
splits as an even part Xev and an odd part Xod . Since X is pi
T
∗ -acyclic so are its even and
odd parts. We may therefore assume without loss of generality that X is even. Next, we see
that β must be injective. Otherwise, if K = ker(β) we have a cofibre sequence
X −→ e(V ) −→ f(T )⊕ Σf(K),
where T = (E−1OF ⊗ V )/N .
Since piT∗ (e(V )) = V is in even degrees, we must have pi
T
∗ (Σf(K)) in even degrees, but K is
a torsion module, so that if it is not zero it will have some odd degree homotopy.
Since X has injective structure map β , we have an injective resolution
0 −→ X −→ e(V ) −→ f(T ) −→ 0,
which is E-torsion and divisible. Now piT∗ (X) = 0 if and only if V = pi
T
∗ (e(V )) −→ pi
T
∗ (f(T )) =
T is an isomorphsism, so that X ≃ A(T ) as required. 
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8.2. The Hasse square for sheaves over C . Returning to the elliptic curve C , just as in
Section 4 there is a pullback square
OC //

K

O∧C(F)
// K⊗OC O
∧
C(F)
of sheaves of rings over C . Recall that K denotes the constant sheaf of meromorphic functions
with poles only at points of finite order. We note that there is a product splitting
O∧C(F)
∼=
∏
n
(OC)
∧
C〈n〉.
We write OyC–dmod for the category of differential modules over the diagram
OyC =

K

O∧
C(F)
// K⊗OC O
∧
C(F)

of sheaves of rings.
Once again, we arrange this on a line for typographical reasons
O∧C(F)
l
−→ E−1O∧C(F)
ι
← K.
We write OyC–dmod for the category of all diagrams
N
k
−→ P
m
← V
of differential modules over OyC where k is a map of differential O
∧
C(F) -modules and m is a map
of differential K-modules. The category A(OC) consists of diagrams where the maps induce
isomorphisms l∗N ∼= P and ι∗V ∼= P .
Just as happened for modules over the sphere spectrum, the model category of differen-
tial graded OC–mod with tp-equivalences from Lemma 7.2 can be recovered from differential
modules over OyC .
Lemma 8.3. There is a Quillen equivalence
OC–dmod ≃ cell–O
y
C–dmod,
where the model structure on the left is the one from Proposition 7.3 and the one on the right
is the cellularization (at the derived images of the generators O(D) of differential graded OC -
modules) of the diagram injective model structure built from the tp-flat model structures on the
categories of sheaves.
Proof. Extension of scalars from OC to O
y
C is left adjoint to the pullback functor. If we use the
tp-flat model structures on the categories of sheaves and the diagram injective model structure,
then this is a Quillen pair.
The generators O(D) of differential OC -modules are small, and have small images under the
derived left adjoint. The fact that the OC is the pullback of the diagram O
y
C and the fact that
OC(D) is locally free shows that all generators are locally free. The result then follows from
the Cellularization Principle [GS13]. 
Similarly, we may obtain a graded abelian category if we replace OC by POC , and then
form dA(POC) .
We give the categories of differential graded modules over the individual graded sheaves of
rings in POyC the flat tp-model structures, which we have seen to be proper and monoidal. We
then give the category POyC–dmod the diagram-injective model structure.
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Lemma 8.4. (Cellular Skeleton Theorem) There is a monoidal Quillen equivalence
cell–POyC–dmod ≃ dA(POC)
where the left hand side is cellularised at the derived images of the generators of the differential
POC -modules. Both of these model categories are Quillen equivalent to differential POC -
modules with the tp-flat model structure and so all have homotopy categories D(PC) .
Proof. We begin with the adjunction
i : dA(POC)
//
POyC–dmod : Γoo .
The left adjoint is inclusion i and the right adjoint Γ is the torsion functor constructed just
like in the case of A(T) , see [BGKS17]. The left adjoint is clearly strong symmetric monoidal.
Passing to differential graded objects, we obtain a monoidal Quillen pair. The objects OC(D)
with D a torsion point divisor lie in dA(OC) , so the Cellularization Principle [GS13] shows
that the cellularizations are Quillen equivalent.
Finally, we observe that any OC(D)-cellular equivalence of torsion objects for all torsion
point divisors D is a homology isomorphism. The proof is the precise analogue of the one in
dA(T) (Lemma 8.1). We show that if X = (N −→ E−1OF⊗V ) is OC(D)-trivial for all torsion
point divisors D then X ≃ 0 .
First note
0 ≃ Hom(O(−D), X) ∼= (N(D) −→ E−1OF ⊗ V )
so that
0 ≃ colimD Hom(OC(−D), X) = (colimDN(D)
∼=
−→ E−1OF ⊗ V ) = e(V )
is trivial. Hence V = 0 , N = T is torsion sheaf and X = f(T ) . It follows that its stalks at
non-torsion points are trivial. Finally we use the short exact sequence
0 −→ OC −→ OC(C〈n〉) −→ i
C〈n〉
∗ k −→ 0
where iC〈n〉 : C〈n〉 −→ T denotes the inclusion. We see
0 ≃ Hom(f(i
C〈n〉
∗ k), f(T )) = HomC〈n〉(k, T |C〈n〉)
Hence T |C〈n〉 ≃ 0 . Since this covers all torsion points T ≃ 0 as required. 
8.3. From algebra to algebraic geometry. We now wish to observe that the category
A(OC) of diagram of sheaves is equivalent to a purely algebraic category A(C) of modules over
the diagram of rings. All results in this section apply equally well to periodic modules, but
since the results are about abelian categories we will state them for the non-periodic version
for brevity.
We note that the diagram OyC consists of constant sheaves and skyscraper sheaves, so it is
equivalent to the diagram of rings
ΓOyC =

K
∏
n ΓO
∧
C〈n〉
// K⊗OC
∏
n ΓO
∧
C〈n〉

(in modules over the ground ring K ) formed by taking global sections. We let ΓOyC–mod denote
the category of modules over ΓOyC and we let A(C) to be the category of these ΓO
y
C -modules
so that the horizontal and vertical maps are extensions of scalars. We again arrange this on a
line for typographical reasons∏
n
ΓO∧C〈n〉
l
−→ K⊗OC
∏
n
ΓO∧C〈n〉
ι
← K.
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We write ΓOyC–mod for the category of all diagrams
N −→ P← V
of modules over ΓOyC . The category A(C) consists of diagrams where the maps induce isomor-
phisms l∗N ∼= P and ι∗V ∼= P .
Lemma 8.5. We have an equivalence of categories
A(OC) ≃ A(C).
Proof. For clarity, in this proof we will introduce notation to distinguish between sheaves and
global sections.
At the generic point we note that the sheaf K˜ of meromorphic functions is constant at
K = ΓK˜ . Similarly any quasi-coherent module M˜ over the sheaf K˜ is also constant (at
M = ΓM˜). This means that passage to sections gives an equivalence between sheaves of
modules over K˜ and modules over the ring K .
Next, if F is any skyscraper sheaf of rings concentrated over a finite set of points x1, . . . , xs
passage to global sections gives an isomorphism
ΓF
∼=
−→
s∏
i=1
Fxi
between the global sections and the product of the stalks. Furthermore, any F -module N is a
skyscraper over x1, . . . , xs , because 0 = 1 in the stalk at any other point. Next, we have an
isomorphism
ΓN
∼=
−→
s∏
i=1
Nxi .
It follows that there is an equivalence of categories between sheaves of F -modules and modules
over
∏s
i=1 Fxi . Finally, this is natural for maps of sheaves of rings concentrated over x1, . . . , xs .
Next, if C˜ is constant at C and N is concentrated at x1, . . . , xs then passage to global
sections gives an isomorphism
Γ : Hom(C˜,N)
∼=
−→
s∏
i=1
Hom(C,Nxi).
Finally we turn to the question of dealing with an infinite number of points. In our case
we have the sheaf, (OC)
∧
F which is itself a product: (OC)
∧
F =
∏
n(OC)
∧
C〈n〉 . Since Γ is lax
monoidal, passage to sections therefore gives a functor
Γ : (OC)
∧
F–mod =
[∏
n
(OC)
∧
C〈n〉
]
–mod −→
[∏
n
Γ(OC)
∧
C〈n〉
]
–mod.
Altogether, taking sections at all three points of the diagram gives a functor
Γ : OyC–mod −→ ΓO
y
C–mod.
Next we define a functor in the other direction
t : ΓOyC–mod −→ O
y
C–mod.
On the two right hand entries, we use the constant sheaf functor. For the bottom left, we note
that if M is a module over
∏
n Γ(OC)
∧
C〈n〉 we may define a sheaf tM as follows. The open sets
are obtained by choosing a finite set n1, . . . , nt of orders and taking
U(n1, . . . , nt) = C \
∐
j
C〈nj〉.
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Associated to the numbers n1, . . . , nt there is an idempotent e(n1, . . . , nt) in
∏
n Γ(OC)
∧
C〈n〉
supported on the subgroups of these orders and we take
t(M)(U(n1, . . . , nt)) = M/e(n1, . . . , nj)M.
The map M −→ P along the horizontal map in diagram defining ΓOyC gives a map t(M) −→
P˜ , where P˜ is the constant sheaf. Since Γ and t are inverse equivalences, so are Γ and t . 
Remark 8.6. It is clear that the analogous statement works for differential objects and also for
POC and PC instead of OC and C respectively. Thus we have an equivalence of categories
dA(POC) ≃ dA(PC).
9. The algebraic model of T-equivariant elliptic cohomology
9.1. The algebraic object of an elliptic curve with coordinates. Coordinate data on
our elliptic curve C consists of functions t1, t2, . . . with tn vanishing to the first order on the
points of exact order n . We also let Dt denote the regular differential agreeing with dt1 at e .
This data allows us to write down an object ECa in the algebraic model for rational SO(2)-
spectra. Indeed we will define
ECa = (NC
β
−→ E−1OF ⊗ V C)
where β is injective. We take
V C = PK
to consist of the meromorphic functions made periodic, and NC to be the following module of
regular functions:
NC = ker
OF ⊗ V C p−→⊕
n≥1
H1C〈n〉(C;POC)

where the principal part map p has nth component
p(cv ⊗ f) =
(
tn
Dt
)v(n)
f,
where v : F −→ Z is a function which is zero almost everywhere (it is checked in [Gre05,
Lemma 10.8] that this determines the map p).
Remark 9.1. For i = 0, 1 we have
ECT−i(S
V ) = Hi(C;O(D(V )).
The complete proof is given in [Gre05, Section 10], but the i = 0 part of the result is immediate
from the definition. Indeed, cv ⊗ f lies in the kernel of p if, for every point Q of finite order
n , the pole of f at Q is of order ≤ v(n) (i.e., νQ(f) + v(n) ≥ 0):
ker(p|cv⊗K) = Γ(O(D(v))),
where
D(v) =
∑
n
v(n)C〈n〉.
9.2. Multiplicativity of ECa . The product of two meromorphic functions is meromorphic.
Indeed if f and g have poles at points only of finite order the product fg has the same property.
Hence K is a commutative ring and PK and E−1OF ⊗ PK are commutative graded rings in
even degrees.
Lemma 9.2. ([Gre05, Theorem 11.1]) Multiplication of meromorphic functions defines a map
ECa ⊗ ECa −→ ECa making ECa into a commutative monoid in dA(T) .
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9.3. From modules over ECa to modules over ΓOyC . The connection between differential
ECa -modules and dA(PC) is entirely elementary.
Lemma 9.3. We have an equivalence of abelian categories
ECa–mod–A(T) ≃ A(PC).
Proof. This is an immediate reformulation: we just need to make it apparent how the same
structures are expressed in the two categories.
We have ECa = (NC −→ E
−1OF ⊗ PK) so that if X = (N −→ E
−1OF ⊗ V ) is a module
over ECa we have a map
ECa ⊗X = (NC ⊗OF N −→ E
−1OF ⊗ PK⊗ V ) −→ (N −→ E
−1OF ⊗ V ) = X.
This makes V into a PK-module, N into an NC -module, and the Euler classes e(V ) come
from ECa (locally e(V )(n) = (tn/Dt)
dn , where dn = dimC(V
T[n])). For definition and detailed
discussion of Euler classes in case of a circle group see [Gre99]. 
This lemma clearly extends to the level of differential objects in both abelian categories and
thus finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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